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Practical Applications of

Factor Investing 
Using Capital Market 
Assumptions

Overview

In Factor Investing Using Capital Market Assumptions, from the 
January 2022 quantitative special issue of The Journal of Portfolio 
Management, three Canadian researchers—Redouane Elkamhi 
and Marco Salerno of the Rotman School of Management at the 
University of Toronto and Jacky Lee of the Healthcare of Ontario 
Trust Plan—present a factor investing methodology far less 
complicated and expensive than existing practices by making use of 
publicly available capital market assumption reports.

Most factor investing strategies require access to large databases and 
use costly proprietary mathematical models. In the hope of making 
factor investing possible for a wider range of investors, the team 
identified three macroeconomic factors that appear to be embedded 
in publicly available reports on capital market assumptions (CMAs): 
the rate of economic growth, the real interest rate, and the rate of 
inflation. Using these macroeconomic factors, they calculate asset 
class returns closely aligned to those in the CMAs. They then devised 
a formula to calculate the factor sensitivity of a sizable group of 
publicly traded asset subclasses, as well as a separate formula to price 
private assets. In addition, they developed a formula to reconcile their 
target factor weights with a portfolio that is built with constraints on 
diversification and risk.

Practical Applications

• Capital market assumptions, which embed key macroeconomic 
factors, provide a framework for portfolio construction based 
on those factors. The three key macroeconomic factors are the rate 
of economic growth, the real interest rate, and the rate of inflation. 
They can be used to price asset class returns, and the implied 
CMA’s factor model can be computed with much less expense and 
complexity than widely used factor models.
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• In many cases, the CMA-based approach can be implemented 
using publicly available data, and the authors provide a closed-
form formula that enables investors to build asset portfolios 
with the desired exposures to those factors. The method can be 
implemented in Excel. Adding an additional factor allows including 
private assets as well (e.g., hedge funds, real estate, private 
equity, etc.).

• The CMA-based approach can be tailored to take into account 
a portfolio’s existing constraints regarding diversification 
and risk.

Discussion

Factor investing seeks to identify the drivers of risk and return and to 
determine the sensitivity of an asset class or an individual security to 
those drivers. Across the asset classes, factor sensitivity is typically 
calculated using various macroeconomic data, such as changes in the 
rate of economic growth or of the real interest rate; within an asset 
class, sensitivity is generally calculated using a characteristic such as 
quality, style (growth or value), or momentum. Factor strategies have 
greatly grown in popularity in recent years: Black Rock estimates 
that by the end of 2022 they will be used to manage $3.2 trillion in 
assets.

Most factor strategies, however, rely on access to large databases and 
employ expensive mathematical modeling that can be complicated 
to use.

The authors address the cost and complexity of most strategies 
involving macroeconomic factors, using a method for identifying 
three macroeconomic factors that are apparently embedded in widely 
used capital market assumptions. They showed how those can be 
used to generate factor sensitivity values for the major asset classes 
and a sizable group of subasset classes, using a closed-form formula, 
and how the factor sensitivity values can then be employed in 
portfolio construction.

UNPACKING THE FACTORS IN CAPITAL MARKET 

ASSUMPTIONS

Factor investing usually relies on large databases, using complex 
mathematical modeling to identify drivers of risk and return. This 
expensive process is out of reach for many investors. The obvious 
solution would be to identify factors that can be derived relatively 

Key Definitions

Capital market assumptions 
(CMAs)

Capital market assumptions 
are forecasts of the long-
term expected return and risk 
(expressed as the standard 
deviation of returns) for individual 
asset classes. The forecasts 
implicitly embody assumptions 
about macroeconomic variables 
such as economic growth, real 
interest rates, and inflation. Many 
firms publish capital market 
assumptions (e.g., JPMorgan 
Chase, BlackRock, Northern 
Trust). Some firms survey market 
participants and publish results 
showing the range of views. The 
CMA survey reports published  
by Horizon Actuarial Services  
are an example (https://www 
.horizonactuarial.com/blog/
category/publications).

Factor investing

Factor investing is an investment 
strategy in which securities are 
chosen based on attributes 
(factors) that are associated with 
higher returns, lower risk, or both. 
Such factors might include style 
(growth and value), size (large cap 
and small cap), risk (volatility and 
momentum), and fundamentals 
(profitability, investment, and 
dividends).

Covariance

Covariance is a statistical 
measure of the degree to which 
two random variables tend to 
move in the same or opposite 
directions. The formula for the 
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easily, using publicly available information. Redouane Elkamhi is 
one of the team of three researchers who set out to find such factors.

“Our goal,” Redouane Elkamhi told us, “was to develop a framework 
that could be used by practitioners to guide their investment 
decisions, while being guided by a thorough analysis based on the 
latest academic research. We wanted to bridge the gap between 
academic and industry by making it easier for investors to use a 
factor framework.”

“We looked for factors that satisfied two conditions: 1) they were 
known drivers of asset returns and 2) they were widely recognized 
among practitioners. The latter was important, to ensure that 
our framework could be easily accepted. We used the capital 
market assumption reports issued by Horizon Actuarial Services, 
which represent a consensus from dozens of investment advisors. 
Specifically, we looked at the 10-year assumptions in annual surveys 
published between 2013 and 2020.”

“The three things we chose to use were the rate of economic growth, 
the real interest rate, and the rate of inflation. We picked these three 
factors because evidence has shown that they affect asset prices (for 
example, Campbell and Viceira 2001 and Bansal and Shaliastovich 
2013) and because they are already widely used in the industry.”

“First we had to see if these macroeconomic factors could accurately 
price the asset class returns produced by CMAs. When we found they 
did, we were very excited. We believed we could investigate further 
and come up with something useful.”

No one had proved this before, but the team found that these three 
factors held the key to much of an asset’s excess returns—the 
difference between the returns of the asset class and those of a risk-
free investment for the same period—reported in CMAs. In fact, the 
differences between the excess returns predicted by their three factors 
and those shown in the CMAs were negligible.

“The pricing errors were minimal,” Marco Salerno explained. “For 
example, the average pricing error for large-cap US equities was 

sample covariance of random 
variables X and Y is
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where n is the number of  
observations, xi is the 
ith observation of X, yi is the ith 
observation of Y, x  is the sample 
mean of X, and y  is the sample 
mean of Y. Covariance is closely 
related to the concept of 
correlation, which expresses the 
degree to which two variables 
tend to move in the same or 
opposite direction on a scale from 
−1 to 1. The correlation of two 
random variables X and Y can be 
calculated from their covariance 
as follows:
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where σx is the sample standard 
deviation of X and σy is the 
sample standard deviation of Y.

Covariance matrix

A covariance matrix is a matrix 
that contains the covariances 
between pairs of random 
variables within a list of random 
variables. The element in the ith 
row and jth column of the matrix 
indicates the covariance between 
the ith and jth random variables 
in the list. The elements along 
the diagonal of the matrix are 
the variances of the random 
variables.

“ Our approach is truly accessible to anyone—even 
retail investors—and we are excited about that.”
—Jacky Lee
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approximately 0.1%—very small, considering that the average excess 
return of that asset subclass was 4.42%. Overall, pricing errors were 
small across all public asset classes, suggesting that the factors 
we identified are indeed the main drivers of equities, corporate 
bonds (both core and high-yield), inflation-protected bonds, and 
commodities.”

The next task was to calculate factor loadings for each of the publicly 
traded asset subclasses their study focused on.

“Factor loadings represent the sensitivity of an asset class or a 
subasset class to a factor,” Marco Salerno told us. “Traditionally, 
analysts have time series of both assets and factors and can calculate 
factor loadings using a linear regression. However, with CMAs, we 
have only a snapshot of the data at a given point in time.”

“Here our paper makes a very practical contribution: We provide a 
formula to estimate factor loadings, solely using information from 
the CMAs. As we show in the paper, after some math, the estimated 
factor loadings are a function of the covariance matrix of the assets 
and the chosen definitions of factors. That is, the CMAs provide the 
assets’ standard deviation and correlations that can then be used to 
calculate the covariance. Since (1) the CMAs give us the covariance 
matrix of the assets and (2) we defined our factors as mimicking 
tradable portfolios, we were able to derive a simple, closed-form 
formula for estimating the factor loadings.”

“This allows more investors to consider factor investing, because 
our proposed framework is considerably simpler than traditional 
methods. Our framework requires only the definition of the factors, 
with the rest of the information provided by a simple, plug-in 
formula. Furthermore, many CMAs are publicly available. That 
means anyone can potentially use our approach to build portfolios 
with factors.”

What about private assets, which the team defined as commercial real 
estate, infrastructure, and private equity and short public subasset 
classes?

“When we priced private assets using only three factors (economic 
growth, the real interest rate, and the rate of inflation),” Jacky Lee 
said, “we found that there were sizable, unexplained premia. These 
means that, while these three factors price public assets well, they 
are not enough to price private assets. So we created a portfolio that 
was long private assets and short public assets, in order to create a 
private-asset factor that would be idiosyncratic to the factors for public 

Mean–variance framework

The mean–variance framework 
is a way to assess portfolios in 
terms of their expected return 
(mean) and their variability of 
returns (expressed in terms of 
variance or standard deviation). 
The mean–variance framework is 
an expression of modern portfolio 
theory (MPT), for which Harry 
Markowitz received the 1990 
Nobel Prize in economics. MPT 
is an approach to constructing 
efficient portfolios based on the 
assumption that investors seek 
to maximize expected returns 
while minimizing variability (i.e., 
risk). For a given level of risk, the 
portfolio with the highest return 
is an efficient portfolio. For a 
given level of expected return, the 
portfolio with the lowest risk is an 
efficient portfolio. The “efficient 
frontier” comprises the efficient 
portfolios at each level of risk. 
Diversification is a key concept 
in MPT because it reduces risk 
when returns on individual assets 
have less than perfect correlation. 
Mean–variance analysis is an 
implicit cornerstone of financial 
regulations that require advisors 
to understand, and to base their 
recommendations on, a client’s 
overall risk tolerance.
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assets. We believed it would enable us to capture a large portion of the 
unexplained premia.”

How did the team prove that their private-asset calculations were 
sound?

“In fact,” Lee replied, “we were unable to test our private-asset 
factor using the CMAs from Horizon Actuarial, because they have 
only three private asset subclasses. That’s too few for a robust 
analysis. So we turned to the JPMorgan CMAs, which have seven 
private asset subclasses, and found that our private-asset factor 
could price the risks specific to private assets, based on a cross-
sectional regression analysis that matched our estimates with those 
of JPMorgan.”

PUTTING THE TEAM’S METHODS TO WORK

In practice, how would an asset manager put the team’s methods to 
work? How time-consuming are they?

“We gave investors a ‘turn-key’ solution,” Jacky Lee pointed out, 
“provided that they have CMAs for all the asset classes they manage. 
They can obtain the CMAs from Horizon Actuarial or another firm, 
such as JPMorgan—these are available to the public. Or they can 
obtain CMAs through a private arrangement with a CMA provider.”

“Typically a CMA’s covariance matrix is stable year-over-year, 
unless the CMA producer switches to a different model. Even if they 
switch models, that would likely affect only the private assets, while 
the public assets would remain fairly the same, because research in 
the public markets is more mature. So, factor loadings for public 
markets, too, are fairly stable, as we have shown in our paper. 
Nonetheless, factor loadings calculated with our methodology should 
be updated so they are consistent with the latest CMAs. Some are 
published annually; some are more frequent.”

“You asked how time-consuming this process is. The math is 
straightforward, and it is in closed-form. Even for a large CMA 
matrix involving 50 to 100 asset classes and subasset classes, the 
math can readily be done in Microsoft Excel, using only its native 
functions. Our approach is truly accessible to anyone—even retail 
investors—and we are excited about that.”

One challenge in factor investing is reconciling the portfolio 
weights dictated by the factor loadings with any portfolio built using 
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traditional portfolio construction methodologies. The team proposed 
a solution for that.

“The literature has developed various ways of applying factor 
exposures to asset weights,” Marco Salerno explained. “For example, 
Greenberg, Babu, and Ang (2016) proposed a method of translating 
factors based on investor preferences and constraints such as 
leverage, minimum and maximum asset class positions, etc.”

“We set out a new methodology of translating factors that can be 
expressed in a closed-form solution. We demonstrate its use with 
an inverse volatility portfolio—one in which assets are weighted 
in inverse proportion to their risk. The resulting portfolio achieves 
a trade-off between two components: 1) having the most risk-
diversified portfolio and 2) achieving a particular factor exposure 
risk.”

While the team’s method focuses on asset classes and subclasses, 
most factor investing operates on a security-by-security basis. 
A typical factor strategy might assess the earnings quality of each 
stock in the Russell 3000 Index. The team hopes to develop their 
methods further so they be used in security selection.

“We would like to elaborate on our research,” Redouane Elkamhi 
said. “While we think that explaining the differences in returns at the 
individual security level is important, our paper has strategic asset 
allocation in mind. It is well known that this affects a portfolio’s 
return more than security selection or market timing.”

The team’s next step is to do some back-testing to determine whether 
their methods would have generated superior performance in past 
market cycles.

“In our paper, we showed that our methodology would generate 
stable Sharpe ratios. We would have liked to include more, but 
adding more material would have made it too long for publication.”

“Would this method generate robust performance? The answer is 
‘yes,’ on the condition that the chosen factors can accurately price 
asset class returns. The intuition is simple: if returns are driven by 
our chosen factors—the rate of economic growth, the real interest 
rate, and the rate of inflation—our methods provide a framework 
to achieve diversification and control risk across these fundamental 
drivers of performance.”
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“Were you to use an alternative method, such as mean–variance 
alone, you might achieve the same degree of diversification but, more 
likely, a lesser degree, as a result of loading up more on an individual 
factor. A proper backtest is something we are considering as a future 
research project. We hope to be sharing some new projects with you 
soon.”
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